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MaxiMuM Throwdown
Get Ready to Rumble! Maximum Throwdown 
pits up to six players against each other in 
a battle royale of card-throwing action. Try 
to cover up your opponents’ icons while 
keeping yours visible. Revealed icons grant 
awesome special abilities to use in the arena. 
The player with the most points after all cards 
have been thrown wins! Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to 

retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
GamE
AEG 5351-S .................................................................................................. $19.99
Display (6)
AEG 5351-D ............................................................................................... $119.94

GAMES

o/a Traveller rpg: 
Spinward MarcheS Map 
Fully compatible with Traveller, this full-
color, laminated map (38.5” x 26.7”) 
details the Spinward Marches like never 
before, featuring all the information from 
the extended UWPs and trade information 
from GURPS Traveller Far Trader.  
13M 001 ............................................ PI

conflicT of heroeS: 
awakening The Bear Solo 
play expanSion
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
AYG 5105 ..................................$35.00

o/a noSferaTu vS 
ZoMBielord playMaT
ACT 028 ............................................ PI

SuShi go!
In Sushi Go!, the the super-fast sushi 
card game, players are eating at a 
sushi restaurant, trying to grab the best 
combination of sushi dishes as they whiz 
by. Score points for collecting the most 
sushi rolls or making a full set of sashimi. 
Dip your favorite nigiri in wasabi to triple 
its value! And once you’ve eaten it all, finish 
your meal with all the pudding you can 
handle! Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
IMP ALG1002 .............................$15.00

o/a deirdre: The Jewel 
of dakkadia playMaT
ACT 029 ............................................ PI

agenT hunTer
Hunt Enemy Agents Before They Hunt You! 
In Agent Hunter, a two-player game of 
espionage and deduction, players attempt 
to eliminate their opponent’s operatives by 
revealing their face down cards. However, 
the closer you get to your target, the more 
you risk compromising your position. 
Stealth and cunning are your greatest 
allies, for only agents that remain hidden 
in the shadows will survive the hunt! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. NOTE: 
This item is sold to retailers in full displays. 
Please contact your retailer for availability.
GamE
AEG 5361-S .................................$9.99
Display (6)
AEG 5361-D ..............................$59.94

AlliAnce GAme 
Distributors

gaMe Trade MagaZine #163
GTM contains articles on gameplay, 
previews and reviews, game related 
fiction, and self contained games and 
game modules, along with solicitation 
information on upcoming game releases.
GTM 163 .................................$3.99

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

13mAnn VerlAGs
OFFERED aGaiN

AcADemy GAmes

Action sports
OFFERED aGaiN

ADVenturelAnD 
GAmes

AlDerAc entertAinment Group

card of The dead
Run, Bash, and Barricade... Just Don’t Get 
Bitten! In the survival action card game 
Card of the Dead, players are trapped 
in a town full of zombies; engulfed in 
the scourge of terror, they must try to 
survive the zombie horde. Some will 
frantically seek to flee the city, others will 
seek to barricade themselves in buildings 
against the terrible siege. By not getting 
surrounded, and through the use of both 
luck and brains(!), you will be able to 
survive the night. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013. NOTE: This item is sold to 
retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
GamE
AEG 5802-S .................................$9.99
Display (6)
AEG 5802-D ..............................$59.94

legend of The five ringS 
ccg: coilS of MadneSS
With the threat to the Colonies finally 
revealed, the honorable samurai of 
that region must struggle against a 
growing wave of insanity, even as the 
magistrates of Rokugan desperately 
search for an answer that will end 
the threat once and for all. Will the 
Empire’s honor prove strong enough 
when the world is caught in ever-
tightening coils of madness? Coils of 
Madness is a 129-card expansion for 
the Legend of the Five Rings Collectible 
Card Game, and the first expansion 
legal for Ivory Edition. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013. NOTE: This item is 
sold to retailers in full displays. Please 
contact your retailer for availability.
pREmium BOOsTER Display (36)
AEG 16610-D ......................$118.44
pREmium BOOsTER pack
AEG 16610-S ...........................$3.29

TrainS
Manage Modern Railways! In Trains, 
players attempt to build a more effective 
and efficient train system, placing stations 
and laying rails over maps of Osaka or 
Tokyo. Gain enough points from your 
railways and you’ll ultimately manage the 
most powerful railroads in modern Japan! 
Designed by Hisashi Hayashi, this English 
edition of Trains features updated graphics, 
artwork, and streamlined card abilities. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
AEG 5801 ..................................$59.99
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capTain’S log #47
Captain’s Log #47 features the traditionally 
successful mix of fiction, tactics, battle 
forces, new scenarios, updates, new rules, 
new ships, and other play-value material 
for Star Fleet Battles, A Call to Arms Star 
Fleet, Federation & Empire, Starmada, 
Federation Commander, Star Fleet 
Marines, and more. Scheduled to ship in 
July 2013. 
ADB 5747 ..................................$24.95

federaTion coMMander: 
TacTicS Manual
Every Empire! Every System! Every 
Weapon! Compiled by Fleet Captain 
Patrick Doyle (a four-time national 
champion), this tactics manual covers 
everything a Federation Commander 
could possibly need - and then some - 
from information on the maneuverable 
Klingons, the stodgy Gorns, and the 
plasma-slinging Romulans, to Phasers and 
photons, tractors and transporters - it’s all 
here! Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
ADB 4009 ..................................$19.95

AmArillo DesiGn bureAu

ArcAne WonDers

Mage warS: conqueST of kuManJaro 
Spell ToMe expanSion SeT
Far to the south, across the Veridian Sea, lies Kumanjaro, a sprawling 
continent of wide savannahs, dense jungles, and untold riches. It has 
remained untouched by cultured nations of the North... until now! Now, 
the peace of a century has turned to conflict as the forces of Westlock carve 
out their own territories for the good of the crown and the glory of Asyra! 
In the Mage Wars Spell Tome expansion Conquest of Kumanjaro, players 
can wage their own matches as a Priest of the Order of Malakai, or as a 
Beastmaster of the Johktari, using new ability cards for each, and a trove 
of new spells from all the spell schools. Additionally, three new conditions 
(Bleed, Stuck, and Tainted) enhance gameplay and the battle experience. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
AWG MWSTX1CK .....................................................................$29.99
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inkogniTo
Carnival in Venice! The night is filled 
with cheerful jubilation, wild rejoicing, 
singing, and laughter. Intermingled with 
the crowd are true masters of deception, 
capable of disguising themselves to be 
unrecognizable as they sneak through the 
night on their secret missions. As a secret 
agent, or the mysterious Ambassador, 
players in Inkognito will have to collect 
clues, use deduction skills to recognize 
their friends and confound their foes, and 
discover the secret mission that will give 
victory to their team! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013. 
AGS AREU002 ...........................$39.90

SailS of Glory 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 

hide The kidS!
Based on “The Wolf and the Seven Young 
Kids”, Hide the Kids! adapts the classic 
Brothers Grimm tale to a tabletop version of 
the all-time children’s favorite game, Hide 
& Seek. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
ASM HTK01 ...............................$24.99

SpyriuM
Rooted in an imaginary world where 
England has been transformed into a 
Steampunk society, the goal of players 
in Spyrium is to erect factories, using 
workers to produce Spyrium, a rare and 
highly coveted substance that powers 
the world. An alternative to producing 
Spyrium is buying it - and players will 
need to be wealthy (and crafty) to procure 
the expensive commodity. Build lucrative 
factories and acquire the most Spyrium 
in your quest for power and prosperity! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
ASM SPYR01 ..............................$34.99

SailS of glory STarTer SeT
In Sails of Glory, players sail and fight with 
massive ships-of-the-line or swift frigates, in 
an age where the armies and fleets of the 
French Emperor Napoleon I battled across 
the seas against the powerful Royal Navy 
of the British Empire in dramatic naval 
battles, such as Trafalgar and the Battle 
of the Nile. Using cards and pre-painted 
and assembled ship miniatures to recreate 
naval battles during the Age of Sail, this 
Sails of Glory Starter Set comes complete 
with four ships (two French and two British), 
each complemented by a specific maneuver 
deck and ship log, as well as a full-color 
rulebook, counters, and accessories.
AGS SGN001A ..........................$89.90

ZoMBie kidZ
Let’s Go Hunting! Zombies are moving 
into the cemetery close to your home - 
unfortunately, none of the parents believe 
you! So, you decide to take matters into 
your own hands! In this cooperative 
children’s game, players work to stop the 
zombies from taking over the cemetery by 
either locking the gates - or eliminating the 
zombies! Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
ASM ZOMB01 ............................$14.99

Ares GAmes srl

coMMerce de Bordeaux 1784 
french S.o.l Ship pack
AGS SGN102B ..........................$21.90

eMBuScade 1798 
french frigaTe Ship pack
AGS SGN103A ..........................$17.90

hMS Bellona 1760 
BriTiSh S.o.l Ship pack
AGS SGN104B ..........................$21.90

herMione 1779 
french frigaTe Ship pack
AGS SGN101B ..........................$17.90

hMS cleopaTra 1779 
BriTiSh frigaTe Ship pack
AGS SGN103B ..........................$17.90

hMS concorde 1783 
BriTiSh frigaTe Ship pack
AGS SGN101A ..........................$17.90

hMS iMpeTueux 1796 
BriTiSh S.o.l. Ship pack
AGS SGN102A ..........................$21.90

le Berwick 1795 
french S.o.l Ship pack
AGS SGN104A ..........................$21.90

AsmoDee eDitions

auguSTuS
Serving the 1st Roman Emperor, players 
in Augustus compete to mobilize their 
legions to control provinces of the 
Empire and its senators in their quest 
to ultimately obtain the title of Consul. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
ASM AUG01US ......................$39.99

OFFERED aGaiN

o/a TiMeline
Was the light bulb invented before or after 
glasses? With Timeline, learn the answer 
to this question and thousands of others by 
comparing your knowledge or hunches to 
historic reality. 
ASM TIM01US ............................$14.99

o/a TiMeline: diverSiTy
The Invention of the Tank! The First 
Appearance of a Superhero! The Invention 
of the Coffee Maker! Can you put all these 
events correctly in chronological sequence 
on the timeline?  
ASM TIM04 ................................$14.99

o/a TiMeline: evenTS
JFK’s Assassination! The First Step on the 
Moon! The Last Crusade! Can you put 
all these events correctly in chronological 
sequence on the timeline? 
ASM TIM03 ................................$14.99
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o/a once upon a TiMe 
wriTer’S handBook
Welcome to the Once Upon A Time 
Writer’s Handbook, where you’ll learn 
how to turn the cards from the award-
winning Once Upon A Time storytelling 
card game into the perfect framework for 
your own written stories. 
ATG 1007 ..................................$12.95

o/a greaT war aT Sea: 
plan red
War Plan Red, and its attached War Plan 
Crimson, gave the U.S. Navy the task of 
invading Nova Scotia and disrupting 
communications between Britain and 
Canada. This Great War at Sea campaign 
features an operational map, 210 playing 
pieces, and 32 scenarios.  
APL 0022 ...................................$59.99

o/a once upon a TiMe 3rd 
ediTion: enchanTing TaleS
Now, add more magic to your Once 
Upon a Time stoytelling game with the 
Enchanting Tales expansion, featuring 38 
Story Cards and 17 Ending Cards that 
can be shuffled into your deck to add new 
themes and more variety to your game. 
ATG 1032 ..................................$12.95

o/a greaT war aT Sea: 
SouTh china Sea
South China Sea features 10 scenarios for 
Great War at Sea based on battles that 
could have taken place between American 
and British forces in the Far East during 
a potential naval war in the early 1920s. 
APL 1806 ...................................$19.99

o/a panZer grenadier: 
alaSka’S war
Featuring 10 scenarios based on battles 
that took place in the Aleutian Islands, 
this module is not playable by itself, but 
requires ownership of the Battle of the 
Bulge, Guadalcanal, Afrika Korps, and 
Desert Rats games. 
APL 1802 ...................................$10.99

o/a greaT war aT Sea: 
ruSSo-JapaneSe war
Featuring 20 scenarios, including the 
climactic Battle of Tsushima, this Great 
War at Sea campaign covers the naval 
side of the Russo-Japanese War, which 
opened with a Japanese surprise attack 
on the Russian Pacific Fleet’s base at Port 
Arthur in northern China. 
APL 0046 ...................................$59.99

o/a once upon a TiMe: creaTe 
your own SToryTelling cardS 
(3rd ediTion)
This Create Your Own Storytelling Cards 
expansion for Once Upon a Time 3rd 
Edition features 38 Story and 17 Ending 
Cards which all have blank faces so 
players can add their own inspiration to 
the game. 
ATG 1031 ....................................$9.95

o/a panZer grenadier: 
Blue diviSion
When Nazi armies launched their sneak 
attack on the Soviet Union in June 1941, 
Spanish fascists exulted. Spanish dictator 
Francisco Franco organized them into a 
“Blue Division” to carry the fight to the 
Russians. Blue Division is a supplement 
to the Panzer Grenadier series, focusing 
on the actions of this unit between 1941 
and 1943. This module is not playable by 
itself, but requires ownership of Eastern 
Front and Road to Berlin to utilize all of 
the scenarios. 
APL 0813 ...................................$19.99

AVAlAnche press
OFFERED aGaiN

o/a panZer grenadier: 
Jungle fighTing
Featuring 42 scenarios from the 
Guadalcanal campaign, this supplement for 
the Panzer Grenadier system introduces the 
U.S. Army’s role in fighting the Japanese. 
APL 0808 ...................................$19.99

o/a panZer grenadier: 
March on leningrad
March on Leningrad features 10 
scenarios based on battles that took 
place south of Leningrad between June 
and September 1941. 
APL 1804 ...................................$10.99

o/a panZer grenadier: 
panZer lion
In a series of actions along the frontier 
between Romania and Ukraine, Lt. Gen. 
Hasso von Manteuffel’s Panzer Division 
Grossdeutschland and supporting units 
effectively destroyed four Soviet tank 
corps and their supporting infantry. Five 
years after the war Manteuffel, known 
as the “Panzer Lion,” would help the 
Allies analyze these battles. Panzer Lion 
is a supplement for the Panzer Grenadier 
series of games, with 10 scenarios based 
on these battles. 
APL 1812 ...................................$10.99

o/a panZer grenadier: 
red warriorS
Crushed by the initial Nazi onslaught, the 
Red Army reeled back across hundreds of 
miles. But as resistance stiffened, it became 
clear that some highly motivated units 
fought better than others. These became 
the Guards, the Red Army’s best troops. 
Red Warriors is a supplement to the 
Panzer Grenadier series, focusing on these 
elite fighters and their exploits. It is not 
playable by itself, but requires ownership 
of Eastern Front, Road to Berlin, and Battle 
of the Bulge to utilize all of the scenarios.  
APL 0812 ...................................$10.99

o/a panZer grenadier: 
norTh wind
The North Wind supplement for Panzer 
Grenadier features 10 scenarios focusing 
on the battles from the last German 
offensive in the Western theater. 
APL 1801 ...................................$10.99

o/a panZer grenadier: 
Siege of leningrad
For 900 days, German troops ringed the city 
of Leningrad, trying to capture the Cradle 
of the Revolution while Soviet soldiers and 
militiamen fought just as desperately to 
keep them out. Nazi savagery caused the 
deaths of well over a million civilians. Siege 
on Leningrad features 10 scenarios based 
on battles that took place along Leningrad’s 
defensive perimeter. 
APL 1805 ...................................$10.99

AtlAs GAmes

arS Magica 5Th ediTion: 
The conTeSTed iSle - The 
hiBernian TriBunal
The magi of Hibernia respect the 
land and its supernatural inhabitants, 
granting much of the Tribunal’s area 
to hedge traditions and allowing 
supernatural creatures a vote at 
Tribunal. Now, as English lords push 
further into the island, and the Church 
struggles with attempts to make it 
fit continental ideals, the Order of 
Hermes faces its own conflict. It is, 
as ever in Ireland, a time for heroes. 
The Contested Isle - The Hibernian 
Tribunal is an Ars Magica 5th Edition 
sourcebook. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013. 
ATG 0305 ..............................$29.95

OFFERED aGaiN

o/a once upon a TiMe 
(3rd ediTion)
Once Upon a Time is the award-winning 
storytelling card game that encourages 
creativity and collaborative play. This 3rd 
Edition of Once Upon a Time features 
entirely new artwork by fantasy artist Omar 
Rayyan (Magic: The Gathering), as well as 
a revised cardlist, a simplified rulesheet, 
and a completely redesigned box. . 
ATG 1030 ..................................$24.95
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o/a panZer grenadier: 
SouTh africa
South Africa’s War is a supplement to 
the Panzer Grenadier series, focused 
on the battles of South African forces in 
Somaliland, Ethiopia, Egypt, and Libya 
between 1940 and 1942. This module 
is not playable by itself, but requires 
ownership of Desert Rats and Afrika Korps 
to utilize all of the scenarios. Scheduled to 
ship in May 2013. 
APL 0814 ...................................$19.99

o/a red ruSSia: The ruSSian 
civil war 1918-1921
The Konarmiya, or Red Cavalry Army, was 
one of the most effective formations in the 
Russian Civil War. In Red Russia, designer 
William Sariego (Defiant Russia) takes the 
popular game system from Soldier Kings 
to this decisive moment in history.  
APL 0506 ...................................$49.99

o/a roMe aT war: 
hanniBal aT Bay
Few personalities of the ancient world 
seize the imagination like Hannibal Barca, 
Carthage’s military genius. Invading Roman 
Italy in 218 B.C., he won repeated victories 
over the legions, but could not force the 
Romans to make peace. Meanwhile, 
Rome’s great general Scipio Africanus 
overran Carthage’s colonies in Spain and 
in 204 B.C. invaded the Carthaginian 
homeland in modern-day Tunisia. Hannibal 
swiftly returned home, setting up a clash 
between the two great leaders. Hannibal at 
Bay is a game based on Carthage’s final 
days, the campaign that made Rome into 
the world’s greatest power.  
APL 0111 ...................................$34.99

o/a roMe aT war: 
queen of The celTS
In the year 43 AD, Roman legions splashed 
ashore in Kent, unopposed by the Britons 
led by Caractus, who had sworn to 
repel them. The Emperor Claudius had 
dispatched Aulus Plautius and 45,000 men 
to conquer the mist-covered island where 
Julius Caesar had failed almost a century 
earlier. The island would pass under 
Roman rule for the next several centuries, 
implanting a Latin-oriented culture and 
shoving Celtic ways to the very fringes of 
Europe. All that would remain were their 
legends; not least among them the fiery 
leadership of Boudicca, warrior-queen of 
the Iceni and resolute enemy of Rome. 
APL 0110 ...................................$49.99

o/a roMe aT war: 
fading legionS
At the close of the fourth century AD, Rome 
faced its greatest danger in over 500 
years. To the east, the Sassanid Persian 
Empire presented a powerful challenge to 
Roman dominance in the Middle East. To 
the north, German tribes pressed against 
the Rhine frontier. To the northeast, Gothic 
tribes also stirred. And rival Roman would-
be emperors faced off against one another. 
Fading Legions covers these battles, when 
the last of Rome’s legions faced hordes of 
enemy horsemen. 
APL 0105 ...................................$49.99

o/a Second world 
war aT Sea: BiSMarck
If there’s one ship every naval wargamer 
knows, it’s the German battleship Bismarck 
- forty-thousand tons of menace, unleashed 
into the North Atlantic in the spring of 
1941 to wreak havoc on Allied shipping. 
Bismarck: Commerce Raiding in the North Atlantic is an installment in the Second 
World War at Sea series. 
APL 0033 ...................................................................................................... $64.99
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o/a war of The STaTeS: 
chickaMauga & chaTTanooga
In the fall of 1863, the Union Armies of 
the Tennessee and Cumberland moved 
south against Atlanta, only to be met by 
the Confederate Army of Tennessee and 
reinforcements sent from Virginia. The 
Rebels stopped the Northern advance, 
then laid siege to the Union supply center 
of Chattanooga. But in the “Battle Above 
the Clouds,” the Yankees broke the siege. 
Chickamauga & Chattanooga is a game 
based on these two hard-fought battles, 
and includes a combined campaign game. 
APL 0108 ...................................$59.99

iMaginary friendS
Ever wonder what scares the monsters under 
your bed? Invisible playmates come to life 
with deadly consequences involving tests of 
combat and the mind to challenge even the 
most seasoned gamers. Imaginary Friends is 
a nightmarish adventure for the HERO System, 
Champions 6th Edition, and Savage Worlds. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
IMP BWG723 .....................................$29.95

doloMiTeS puZZle 
(1000-pieceS)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
BFG 1414 .......................................... PI

o/a weSTern deSerT force
In September 1940, Italian divisions rolled 
over the border between their colony of 
Libya and British-dominated Egypt. After 
advancing several dozen miles, they stopped 
to secure their supply lines, only to meet a 
devastating British counter-attack that soon 
had them reeling back halfway across Libya. 
Western Desert Force is a quick-playing 
game from the designer of Defiant Russia. 

APL 0049 ...................................................................................................... $44.99

down on BourBon STreeT 
puZZle (1000-pieceS)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
BFG 11342 ........................................ PI

blAckWyrm GAmes

buffAlo GAmes

goTcha!
Gotcha! is the party game that breaks all the 
rules! In Gotcha!, each player tries to follow the 
constantly changing rules, while at the same time 
trying to catch others breaking a rule. The more 
rules that are played, the funnier the game gets! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
BFG 165 ......................................................... PI

polar BearS puZZle 
(1000-pieceS)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
BFG 11251 ........................................ PI

BaTTleTech inTroducTory 
Box SeT
Strap yourself into the ultimate suit of 
armor: the BattleMech. Thirty-feet-tall 
and weighing up to a hundred tons, 
this humanoid engine of destruction is a 
walking arsenal with enough firepower 
to level a city block. The BattleTech game 
system takes you into the world of the 31st 
Century, where war has become a way of 
life. You are a MechWarrior. You are in 
command of the most powerful machine 
on the battlefield, and hold the fate of 
empires in your hand! The BattleTech 
Introductory Box Set thrusts you onto the 
battlefields of the 31st century! Scheduled 
to ship in September 2013. 
PSI CAT3500B ............................$59.99

waTerfall puZZle 
(1000-pieceS)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
BFG 11361 ........................................ PI

Shadowrun novel #1: 
nigel findley oMniBuS
Four Classics! One Volume! Pure 
Shadowrun! This exclusive omnibus collects 
four, classic novels by one of Shadowrun’s 
finest writers, Nigel Findley: 2XS, 
Shadowplay, Lone Wolf, and House of the 
Sun. Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PSI CAT26404 ............................$14.95

cAlliope GAmes

TSuro: veTeranS of The SeaS
The forces of nature can be as devastating 
as the wrath of the daikaiju! With this 
Tsuro of the Seas expansion you’ll be 
able to add more excitement to your 
game with the Tsunami (Tidal Wave) and 
Uzushio (Whirl Pool) tiles. However, this 
tile set also provides you with hope… 
Taihou (Cannons) and the Mystic Portal 
(Magic) may help you to overcome the 
devastation and be victorious! A copy 
of the Tsuro of the Seas boxed game is 
required to use these tiles. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013. 
CLP 121 ......................................... PI

cAtAlyst GAme lAbs

o/a Second world war aT 
Sea: STrike SouTh
Japan embarked on the Pacific War for 
one reason: to seize the oil and metals 
of the Dutch East Indies and Malaya. In 
a daring five-month campaign, Japanese 
air, land, and naval forces conquered a 
vast segment of the Earth’s surface from its 
American, British, Dutch, and Australian 
defenders. Strike South is a Second World 
War at Sea series game based on this bold 
Japanese aggression. 
APL 0030 ...................................$59.99
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leviaThan: capTain’S Box
Step up to the captain’s chair with the 
Captain’s Box, featuring a plethora of 
enhanced scenarios rules Leviathan that 
enables you to expand your tactics and style 
of play in a host of directions — from Fog 
of War Initiative to Steering Rolls, Stacking 
(Expanded) to Advanced Firing Arcs, 
Minimum Ranges to Clouds, Crew Skill 
Ratings to the all important Elevations rules. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PSI CAT31002 ............................$59.95

o/a Shadowrun 
5Th ediTion: core 
ruleBook liMiTed ediTion
Fusing magic with technology in a 
dystopian near-future setting, Shadowrun, 
Fifth Edition offers unparalleled 
possibilities for a full breadth of 
roleplaying adventures. With rules for 
character creation, magic, combat, Matrix 
hacking, rigging, and more, Shadowrun, 
Fifth Edition has everything you need to 
start playing. So, grab some dice, dive 
into the shadows, and pit yourself against 
the challenges waiting in the Sixth World! 
This Limited Edition of Shadowrun, Fifth 
Edition features a real leather, embossed 
cover, four deluxe, fold-out illustrations, 
and gilded page edges, all packaged in a 
special Lithocase. 
PSI CAT27000LE .........................$99.99

capTain TreaSure BooTS 
(2nd ediTion)
It’s the Golden Age of Piracy, and you are 
a Pirate. Good timing! The Caribbean 
is a virgin wonderland, populated with 
ten-thousand, gold-stuffed treasure chests 
just waiting to be plucked from the briny 
deep. Dozens of pirates, privateers, and 
foul-mouthed scalawags sail the stormy 
seas in search of adventure, treasure, 
and rum (mostly rum). The most brilliant 
and notorious of these pirates is Captain 
Treasure Boots, who is secretly one of you. 
Specifically, the one who captures the 
treasure before everyone else! Scheduled 
to ship in June 2013. 
CAG 204 ...................................$15.00

fiSh cook
Under license from Japanese publisher 
Shimizu-Leifan (SLHC), Cheapass Games 
is pleased to bring you the English edition 
of Fish Cook! In this simple, Euro-style 
board game, players take on the role 
of competing culinary masters hungrily 
creating the best fish recipes (from the 
cheapest ingredients), while stealing the 
scrumptious ones from fellow chefs to 
spicen up their menus and earn the most 
money! Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
CAG 202 ...................................$15.00

OFFERED aGaiN

cheApAss GAmes

veriTaS
The Truth Hurts! Welcome to Veritas, a 
game of Truth, Books, and Patience! You 
are the Truth (or, at least, some version of 
it). Your goal is simple: stay alive during 
the Dark Ages in France. You will do this 
by being copied in books in monasteries. 
But, unfortunately, monasteries are prone 
to burning down pretty much every turn. 
Fortunately, this doesn’t destroy the books, 
just scatters them. The question is: can your 
Truth endure, while others fade to lies and 
heresay. Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
CAG 203 ...................................$15.00

eTernal conTenderS rpg
In Eternal Contenders, a roleplaying 
game of Blood and Steel, Pain and 
Glory, players take the role of ambitious 
gladiators and deadly duellists - an eternal 
contender! Prove your worth in the arena 
and fight your way out of the gutter. Can 
you become a renowned champion? Or 
will darkness and pain consume your 
world? Eternal Contenders is the highly 
anticipated evolution of the critically 
acclaimed Contenders roleplaying game. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
IMP CHC51301 ..........................$19.99

forTune’S fool rpg
Your Fate is in the Cards! Fortune’s Fool 
is the ENnie-award winning roleplaying 
game that uses a Tarot deck instead of dice! 
Set in a fantastic version of Renaissance 
Europe, Humans, elves, goblins, and more 
cross swords and cast spells in the courts 
of Paris and along the canals of Venice. 
Whatever your adventure, success or 
failure is determined by the Fate Deck! So 
set down your dice, pick up a Tarot deck 
to give Fortune’s Fool a try! Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013. 
IMP CHC51401 ..........................$24.99

chronicle city

OFFERED aGaiN

o/a call of cThulhu: 
inveSTigaTor weaponS 
voluMe 1
A comprehensive collection of weapons 
for Classic Call of Cthulhu of the 
Twenties, Investigator Weapons covers 
handguns, rifles, shotguns, submachine 
guns, machine guns, flamethrowers, 
melee weapons, explosives, and special 
ammunition, and gathers together all 
the spot rules for injury, environmental 
conditions, and firearms combat in one 
place, as well as introduces many optional 
rules for enhanced play. 
IMP CHC52001 ..........................$24.99 o/a yu Jing doMaru 

TakeShi neko oyaMa 
(ap ccw, exp ccw)
CVB 280363 ..............................$12.73

corVus belli

infinity 28mm 
miniatureS

o/a ariadna ScoTS guardS, 
6Th caledonian infanTry 
regiMenT (Ml)
CVB 280161 ..............................$11.42

o/a panoceania kirpal Sighn, 
akaliS SergeanT (aSSaulT 
piSTol, coMBi rifle)
CVB 280263 ..............................$12.73

o/a haqqiSlaM haqqiSlaM 
SupporT pack
CVB 280461 ..............................$32.57

o/a Tohaa chakSa auxiliarS
CVB 280908 ..............................$43.01

OFFERED aGaiN
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Heavy Gear Blitz.
cheduled to ship in June 2013. 

cryptozoic entertAinment 

capcoM STreeT 
fighTer deck 
Building gaMe
In the CapCom Street Fighter 
Deck-building Game, players 
take on the role of Ryu, 
Ken, Chun-Li, Balrog, M. 
Bison, or one of the other 
iconic mixed-martial arts 
characters as they travel to 
exotic locales seeking new 

and exciting challenges! Armed only with basic combat skills, you will add 
new, more powerful cards to your deck as you enter the arena, with the 
goal of defeating as many Stage Bosses as you can! Win Victory Points 
and unleash your ultimate, signature maneuvers to earn your place as the 
unquestioned King of Fighting! Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 
CZE 01445................................................................................ $40.00

The walking dead Board gaMe: The BeST defenSe
In this cooperative board game, players take on the roles of Rick, Glenn, 
Daryl, Michonne, and other characters from the hit AMC series, The Walking 
Dead. The Survivors are on the hunt for Walkers and must defend four 
key Locations through 12 rounds of play in order to stay alive: The Farm, 
The Prison, The Town, and The Highway. Using oversized Location tiles, the 
map board is built as play progresses each game, with a Resource deck 
of 25 cards (Equipment, Allies, Food, or Ammunition) placed at random 
Locations. Featuring both a Beginning and Expert Player Mode, the goal of 
The Walking Dead Board Game: The Best Defense isn’t simply to win - it’s to 
survive! Scheduled to ship in November 2013. 
CZE 01550................................................................................ $40.00

cubicle 7 entertAinment

world war cThulhu: 
The darkeST hour
War brings chaos, fear, and disruption 
in its wake... perfect conditions in 
which terrible things can thrive and 
new opportunities surface for ancient 
beings and their degenerate human 
agents. But some people know the truth, 
and they find themselves fighting a war 
on two fronts for humanity’s soul - and 
its very survival! World War Cthulhu: 
The Darkest Hour is an epic campaign 
setting for Call of Cthulhu. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013. 
PSI CB71939 ..........................$39.99

DreAm poD 9

norThern decalS pack
DP9 9297.....................................$6.75

SouThern heTairoi 
long fang hoverTank
DP9 9305...................................$29.95

SouThern viSigoTh 
arTeMiS Tank
DP9 9304...................................$29.95

SouThern oSTrogoTh 
Self-propelled arTillery
DP9 9306...................................$24.95

faTe core SySTeM
Grab your plasma rifles, spell 
components, and jetpacks! Name your 
game - Fate Core is the foundation 
that can make it happen! Offering a 
flexible system designed to support 
whatever worlds you dream up, Fate 
Core is a tabletop roleplaying game 
about proactive, capable people 
who lead dramatic lives. Create your 
characters and develop instant group 
dynamics with the unique, phased 
Char Gen System, then springboard 
them into storytelling campaigns 
with the GM worldbuilding chapters. 
With Fate Core, you can expect a fun 
storytelling experience full of twists… 
of fate! Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 

EHP 0001 .................................................................................. $25.00

eVil hAt proDuctions 

o/a ShadowS 
over caMeloT
As the incarnation of the Knights 
of the Round Table, players in 
Shadows Over Camelot must 
work together to defeat the 
forces closing in on Camelot. 
But beware! Players must be 
ever vigilant for a traitor in their 
midst who is biding his time - 
secretly sowing the seeds of 
havoc and destruction!
DOW 7401.............. $ 60.00

DAys of WonDer
OFFERED aGaiN
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dragon Shield 
four-coMparTMenT 
STorage BoxeS
Built for the serious card gamer, 
but priced to welcome the casual 
enthusiast, the Dragon Shield 
Four-Compartment Storage Box 
secures up to four decks in one 
convenient container. Sleek and 
durable, this box can store four 
decks for your favorite game, 
keep decks handy for each of 

your four favorite games, or let you mix several decks while also storing necessary tokens. 
Choose from any of thirteen different colors, including Black, Blue, Green, Red, White, 
Silver, Gold, and more. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 

SpiriT of The cenTury: 
Beyond dinocalypSe
by Chuck Wendig
Thrown through time and space, Jet Black and his 
friends find themselves in a future that has changed 
everything they’ve ever known. Hunted, exhausted, 
and desperate to return home, they must stay one 
step ahead of the conquering psycho-saurs who 
have taken over the world and enslaved humanity! 
Beyond Dinocalypse is the second novel in a trilogy 
set in the Spirit of the Century universe. Scheduled to 
ship in May 2013. 
EHP 2004 ................................................. $15.00

android neTrunner lcg: 
opening MoveS daTa pack
Just how dark can a corporation become 
before it suffers the backlash? Opening 
Moves kicks off the second cycle of Data 
Packs for Android: Netrunner The Card 
Game with a focus on bad publicity, good 
PR, and daring new gambits for players to 
undertake in their continued cyberstruggles. 
Its 60 cards (three copies each of twenty 
different cards) allow Corps and Runners 
to explore a wide range of innovative, 
new (and sometimes dirty) tactics as they 
battle for control of highly valuable data! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
FFG ADN09 ...............................$14.95

coloSSal arena (reprinT)
In a theater of titanic battles, fantastic 
creatures clash to the sounds of thunderous 
applause. Welcome to Colossal Arena, 
where the stakes are high and the 
competition is fierce! Dragons face off 
against titans, and unicorns test their 
mettle against trolls, while crafty backers 
amass their wealth off the fights. Bet 
early and bet often, and don’t be afraid 
to sabotage your opponent’s wager! 
Designed by the legendary Reiner Knizia, 
Colossal Arena is a game of titanic battles 
and high stakes for 2-5 players. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013. 
FFG KN10 ..................................$24.95

fAntAsy fliGht GAmes

civiliZaTion: wiSdoM and 
warfare expanSion
You have created towering wonders, 
built vast cities, and tamed sprawling 
wilderness. Now, prepare to guide your 
civilization to new heights of power and 
influence! The Wisdom and Warfare 
expansion for Sid Meier’s Civilization: The 
Board Game introduces a new optional 
combat system, plus Social Policies to 
help you build your fledgling empire 
even more effectively. With six brand-new 
civilizations, new map tiles, and more 
exciting options, your budding empire will 
become greater than you ever imagined! 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
FFG CI03 ...............................$34.95

a gaMe of ThroneS lcg: 
fire and ice chapTer pack
The second Chapter Pack in the Kingsroad 
Cycle for A Game of Thrones: The Card 
Game, Fire and Ice returns players to the 
Seven Kingdoms of Westeros, its battles, 
its intrigues, and some of the game’s most 
compelling mechanics. Its 60 new cards 
(three copies each of twenty different cards) 
draw new focus to the game’s seasons. 
Players gain new characters and locations to 
bolster their strength in Summer and Winter, 
and they’ll find two new Seasons agendas 
to permit exploration of all-new deck types. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
FFG GOT97 ...............................$14.95

The lord of The ringS lcg: 
The Black riderS 
Saga expanSion
Hide from Nazgul, meet new Hobbits, and 
confront the lure of the One Ring with The 
Black Riders Saga Expansion for The Lord 
of the Rings: The Card Game, featuring new 
challenges in three scenarios drawn directly 
from the early chapters of The Fellowship of 
the Ring. New Boon and Burden cards ensure 
your actions have consequences, while a new 
Easy Mode allows you to tailor the game 
to your individual play style and skill level. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
FFG MEC32...................................$29.95

lord of The ringS: 
The confronTaTion
One of Reiner Knizia’s most beloved 
games is back! Lord of the Rings: The 
Confrontation is a tense, two-player 
board game in which one player controls 
the Fellowship of the Ring while the other 
wields the forces of Sauron as they struggle 
for dominion over Middle-earth. This new, 
compact edition allows both experienced 
and new players to join the struggle 
for Middle-earth, and features stunning 
artwork and a faithful recreation of the 
clash for power between the Fellowship 
and the armies of Mordor. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013. 
FFG KN22 ..................................$34.95

STar warS x-wing MiniaTureS 
gaMe: B-wing expanSion pack
The B-wing’s heavy weapons array and 
resilient shielding quickly solidified it as the 
Alliance’s most formidable assault fighter. 
The B-Wing Expansion Pack contains 
a stunning miniature at 1/270 scale, a 
maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, four 
ship cards, and a devastating arsenal of 
five upgrade cards. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013. 
FFG SWX14 ................................ $14.95

Black FFG DSH74 .......................$8.95
BluE FFG DSH75 ..........................$8.95
BROwN FFG DSH82.....................$8.95
clEaR FFG DSH73 ........................$8.95
GOlD FFG DSH78 ........................$8.95
GREEN FFG DSH76 .......................$8.95
ORaNGE FFG DSH84 ...................$8.95

piNk FFG DSH83 ..........................$8.95
puRplE FFG DSH81 ......................$8.95
RED FFG DSH79 ...........................$8.95
silvER FFG DSH80 .......................$8.95
whiTE FFG DSH77 .......................$8.95
yEllOw FFG DSH85 ....................$8.95
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forTune and glory: riSe of 
The criMSon hand
Fortune and Glory: Rise of the Crimson 
Hand is packed with new material for 
Fortune and Glory: The Cliffhanger 
Game with new cards for every deck, 
new dangers to face, new villains to fight, 
epic city events, devious Crimson Hand 
Acolyte figures, and a powerful, new, vile 
organization to contend with! Scheduled 
to ship in September 2013. 
FFP 0503 ....................................$39.95

kulaMi
A 2013 Mensa Select Award Winner! In 
this fun, tactile game of strategy, ten wooden 
tiles are arranged to form an ever-changing 
board on which opponents compete to 
capture the largest number of tiles. By 
placing their marbles cleverly, players can 
limit their adversary’s possible moves and 
gain the advantage to clinch the victory. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
FOX 310789 ..............................$29.95

WarHammer

o/a high elveS arMy Book
This Warhammer Army Book contains 
the rich and detailed background of 
the High Elves, as well as a bestiary 
describing every unit, monster hero, 
and war machine in the army, an army 
list to arrange your collection of Citadel 
miniatures into a battle-ready force, and 
a showcase of expertly painted High Elves 
Citadel miniatures. 
GAW 87-01-60 ..........................$49.50

o/a high elveS BaTTalion
GAW 87-05 .............................$120.00

o/a high elveS dragon 
princeS of caledor
GAW 87-12 ...............................$33.00

o/a high elveS 
flaMeSpyre phoenix
GAW 87-15 ...............................$60.00

o/a high elveS 
loreMaSTer of hoeTh
GAW 87-19 ...............................$20.00

o/a high elveS 
loThern SkycuTTer
GAW 87-16 ...............................$60.00

MaJoriTy ruleS
Who’s most likely to report a UFO 
sighting? Marilyn Monroe, Charlie 
Chaplin, Abraham Lincoln, Sigmund 
Freud, or Mrs. Kenmore (your third grade 
teacher)? From celebrities and politicians, 
to fictional characters no one is spared 
in this downright ridiculous game of 
democracy at play! After nominating five 
“candidates” players draw question cards 
that place the characters in awkward, 
ludicrous, or extreme situations, then 
vote for the one they believe the situation 
applies to most — and the majority wins! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
FOX 310864 ..............................$24.95

o/a high elveS 
phoenix guard
GAW 87-14 ...............................$41.25

o/a high elveS 
Shadow warriorS
GAW 87-18 ...............................$50.00

o/a uniforMS & heraldry 
of The high elveS
GAW 87-02-60 ..........................$33.00

STar warS x-wing MiniaTureS 
gaMe: hwk-290 lighT 
freighTer expanSion pack
Designed by Corellian Engineering 
Corporation to resemble a bird in flight, 
the “hawk” series excels in its role as 
a personal transport. The HWK-290 
Expansion Pack for X-Wing comes with 
one detailed miniature at 1/270 scale, a 
maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, six 
upgrades, and four pilots, including the 
renowned Kyle Katarn. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013. 
FFG SWX12 ............................... $14.95

STar warS 
x-wing 
MiniaTureS 
gaMe: laMBda-
claSS ShuTTle 
expanSion pack
Noted for its tri-wing 
design, the Lambda-
class shuttle served 
a critical role as a 
light utility craft in the 
Imperial Navy. Now you 

can use this utilitarian ship to strengthen your Imperial squad for X-Wing! 
The Lambda-class Shuttle Expansion Pack includes one large-base Lambda-
class shuttle miniature at 1/270 scale, its maneuver dial, all necessary 
tokens, four ship cards, and a whopping twelve upgrades. Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013. 
FFG SWX13 .............................................................................. $29.95

STar warS x-wing MiniaTureS 
gaMe: Tie BoMBer 
expanSion pack
While not as agile or fast as other TIE 
variants, the TIE bomber is capable of 
delivering an astonishing payload. The 
TIE Bomber Expansion Pack for X-Wing 
features a striking miniature with maneuver 
dial, all necessary tokens, four talented new 
pilots, and five upgrade cards boasting a 
wide array of armaments, including the 
punishing Proton Bombs. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013. 
FFG SWX15 ................................$14.95

flyinG froG 
proDuctions

foxminD GAmes

GAmes Workshop

OFFERED aGaiN

Gmt GAmes

o/a aMerican civil war: 
iron and oak
Ship-to-Ship Combat during the American 
Civil War! Through 14 scenarios, Iron and 
Oak offers a tactical representation of 
naval warfare featuring 70 famous ships 
of the era, including Union (Onondaga, 
Tecumseh, Winnebago, Monitor, Osage, 
Minnesota, Brooklyn, Hartford, Essex, 
Carondolet, Kearsarge, Ossipee, Queen 
of the West, Iroquois, Spuyten Duyvil) and 
Confederate (Tennessee, Virginia, Atlanta, 
Palmetto State, Arkansas, Albemarle, 
Alabama, Florida, General Beauregard, 
Sumter) vessels. 
GMT 1303 .................................$59.00
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o/a aMerican civil war: reBel 
raiderS on The high SeaS
Rebel Raiders on the High Seas is a two-
player, strategic contest of naval conflict at 
sea and on the great rivers in the American 
Civil War, as gunboats and ironclads such 
as the Tennessee, Arkansas, Monitor, 
and Carondelet clash up and down the 
Mississippi and into the great ports of New 
Orleans, Mobile, Charleston, Savannah, 
and Norfolk. 
GMT 1304 .................................$69.00

o/a BaTTleS of The aMerican 
revoluTion voluMe 8: 
newTon / oriSkany
Volume 8 of the Battles of the American 
Revolution series introduces several 
new features to the core rules in order 
to portray the unique aspects of Indian 
combat in the 18th century. 
GMT 1306 .................................$65.00

dungeon crawl claSSicS #79: 
froZen in TiMe
Eons-old secrets slumber beneath the 
forbidden Ghost Ice. Since the time of the 
Elders, the local tribes have shunned the 
crawling glacier, knowing it as taboo land 
that slays all who tread its frigid expanse. 
Now, the Ghost Ice has shattered, 
revealing deeper mysteries entombed 
within its icy grasp! Frozen in Time is a 
Level 1 Dungeon Crawl. Scheduled to ship 
in August 2013. 
IMP GMG5080 .............................$9.99

ClaSSiC BattleteCH miniatureS
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 

GooDmAn GAmes imbAlAnceD GAmes

TiTanS TacTicS
The Titans wage an endless war... only 
you can break the deadlock! Titans 
Tactics is a fast-and-furious, two-player, 
head-to-head, tactical board game 
where players choose Champions from 
a roster of thirty and pit them against 
one another on the field of battle. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
IBG 001 .................................$24.95

iron WinD metAls

dark age: gyrfalcon Mech 
(Tro 3145 - clan Jade falcon)
IWM 20-5082 ............................ $12.50

dark age: Mech (Tro 3145 - 
clan wolf warwolf)
IWM 20-5083 ............................ $14.95

dark age: rokurokuBi Mech 
(Tro 3145 - kuriTa)
IWM 20-5081 ............................ $10.50

dark age: SciMiTar Mk ii 
hover Tank [2] (Tro 3145)
IWM 20-5084 ............................ $11.50

dark age: vulTure Mkiii Mech (Tro 3145 - kuriTa)
IWM 20-5080 ...............................................................................................$13.50
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o/a hellaS: ShadeS of aegiS
Shades of Aegis is the second of five 
adventures in the Legacy of the First Age 
series for Hellas. Included is an exciting, 
mysterious, Four-Act storyline introducing 
new creatures and enemies, and five 
pregenerated characters. This scenario 
can be run either as a stand-alone 
adventure, or as merely the first step on an 
epic adventure across the Worlds of Sun 
and Stone. 
IMP KHP013 .................................$8.95

TranSparenT polyhedral 
colorS 7-piece aSSorTMenT 
(plaSTic Box)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
assORTED
KOP 02987 ..................................$6.00
BluE
KOP 02988 ..................................$6.00
clEaR
KOP 02989 ..................................$6.00
GREEN
KOP 02990 ..................................$6.00
ORchiD
KOP 02991 ..................................$6.00
RED
KOP 02994 ..................................$6.00
smOkE
KOP 02995 ..................................$6.00
yEllOw
KOP 02997 ..................................$6.00

pixel TacTicS
Build a Unit! Dismantle Your Opponent! 
Claim Victory! Pixel Tactics is a head-to-
head card game that’s small on size and big 
on strategy. Build your unit from 25 different 
hero classes, then rally around a leader that 
will affect everyone’s capabilities, and go 
to war with your opponent in a fast-paced 
battle of strategies! Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013. 
1
IMP L99PT001 ............................$15.00
2
IMP L99PT002 ............................$15.00

Seven card SlugfeST
From the designer of the critically-acclaimed 
party game, Kill the Overlord! Featuring real-
time strategy and game play, Seven Card 
Slugfest is a high-energy, bar-room brawl 
between various characters in the World of 
Indines. But, only the player who lands the 
Knockout Punch scores points, so watch your 
opponents and use their strengths to your 
advantage! Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
IMP L997CS01 ............................$30.00

TranSparenT polyhedral 
aSSorTed colorS 10-piece 
(plaSTic Box)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
assORTmENT
KOP 10726 ..................................$8.00
BluE
KOP 10626 ..................................$8.00
clEaR
KOP 10627 ..................................$8.00
GREEN 
KOP 10628 ..................................$8.00
ORchiD
KOP 10629 ..................................$8.00
RED
KOP 10631 ..................................$8.00
smOkE
KOP 10632 ..................................$8.00
yEllOw
KOP 10634 ..................................$8.00

50MM Square BaSeS (4)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-055 ................................$2.79

John Wick presents

paThfinder: wicked fanTaSy
From John Wick, award-winning 
designer and author of Legend of the 
Five Rings, 7th Sea, and Houses of 
the Blooded, comes this dramatic, 
new imagining of the classic fantasy 
races. A new world sourcebook for 
the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, 
Wicked Fantasy re-envisions ten classic 
fantasy races - humans, elves, dwarves, 
gnomes, halflings, orks, gnolls, ratmen, 
goblins, and kobolds - all done with 
a “wicked twist”! Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013. 
JWP WF001 ...........................$49.95

kheperA publishinG
OFFERED aGaiN

konAmi DiGitAl 
entertAinment 

yu-gi-oh! Tcg: 
JudgMenT of The lighT 
BooSTer diSplay (24)
New Synchro Monsters! More Number 
Monsters Beyond the 100 Limit! New 
Rank-Up Spell Cards! Based on the Yu-
Gi-Oh! Zexal animated series, the 100-
card Judgment of the Light expansion 
for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game 
follows our heroes Yuma and Astral 
through some dark times, but through 
faith and the help of awesome monsters 
like Number C39: Utopia Ray Victory, 
they’ll pull through victorious! Plus, 
more Number monsters surface with 
easier ways to be summoned with all-
new Rank-Up Spell Cards! Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013. 
KON 89468-D .......................$95.76

yu-gi-oh! Tcg: 
nuMBer hunTerS 
BooSTer diSplay (24)
It’s the biggest surge of new Xyz 
Monsters ever! The most elusive Xyz 
Monsters - the mysterious “Numbered” 
monsters that serve as key cards in the 
new Yu-Gi-Oh! Zexal animated TV 
series - are unleashed in the eponymous 
Number Hunters booster set! This 60-
card Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game 
expansion introduces new Xyz and 
Chaos Xyz (CXyz) Monsters, plus Spell 
Cards from Lord of the Tachyon Galaxy 
and Super Starter: V for Victory! 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
KON 89499-D .......................$95.76

koploW GAmes

leVel 99 GAmes

lostshADe
20MM Square BaSeS (60)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-002 ..............................$11.99

25MM Square BaSeS (40)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-004 ..............................$11.99

40MM Square BaSeS (20)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-006 ..............................$11.99

25MM x 50MM 
cavalry BaSeS (4)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-007 ................................$2.79

40MM Square BaSeS (4)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-005 ................................$2.79

50MM x 100MM 
charioT BaSeS (10)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-010 ..............................$11.99

50MM x 100MM 
charioT BaSeS (2)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-009 ................................$2.79

50MM x 75MM MonSTrouS 
cavalry BaSeS (2)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-031 ................................$2.79

50MM x 75MM MonSTrouS 
cavalry BaSeS (10)
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LSC BAS-032 ..............................$11.99

louis porter Jr. 
DesiGn

OFFERED aGaiN

o/a paThfinder: dangerS and 
diScoverieS - The haZardS 
and revelaTionS SourceBook
There are amazing dangers and remarkable 
discoveries all around us each and every 
day, and in gaming that is no exception. 
Herein you’ll find dozens of perils and 
predicaments to challenge and set upon 
unwary adventurers in your Pathfinder 
campaigns, including new curses, haunts, 
poisons, spells, diseases, and death-dealing 
traps. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
LPJ 9500 ....................................$16.99
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garden dice: 
The card expanSion
With this exciting, 54-card expansion, 
families can harvest new levels of fun from 
their games of Garden Dice. Colorfully 
illustrated Action Cards give players 
additional options for strategic play, while 
Event Cards will unexpectedly change the 
game environment for all players at once. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
IMP MER002 ..............................$14.95

meriDAe GAmes moosetAche GAmes
OFFERED aGaiN

o/a hike: The card gaMe 
(2nd ediTion)
Brave the Elements, Blaze the Trail in Hike! 
Go for a trek, get lost on a trail, ride out 
avalanches, and always remember to 
watch out for Poop! There’s no littering 
allowed in Hike: The Card Game! 
MSG 004 ...................................$10.95

aceS of The 
78Th fighTer group
Eighth Air Force 78th Fighter Group 
flew P-38 Lightning, P-47 Thunderbolt, 
and P-51 Mustang fighters in air combat 
against German Luftwaffe Me-109, Fw-
190, and Me-262 aircraft. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013. 
OSP ACE115 ..............................$22.95

osprey publishinG
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iMperial JapaneSe navy 
deSTroyerS 1919-45: 
aSaShio To TachiBana claSSeS
During the Pacific War, at Java Sea, Coral Sea, Midway, 
Guadalcanal, throughout the Solomons, Marianas, Leyte 
Gulf, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa campaigns, destroyers 
were the backbone of every fleet. Imperial Japanese 
Navy Destroyers details the history, weapons, and tactics 
of the Japanese destroyers built just before the war and 
throughout the war. Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP NVG202 .......................................... $17.95

The Book of caMouflage: 
The arT of diSappearing
Covering the origins of camo patterning, from 
Wehrmacht field gray, to US Army green, and 
Commonwealth khaki, to its use in combat 
today, The Book of Camouflage tells the 
history of camouflage patterning in conflict. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP GM831 ................................$9.95

BolT acTion: arMieS 
of france and The allieS
World War II was truly a ‘world’ war, 
and many nations joined the fight against 
Germany and the Axis. This latest 
supplement for Bolt Action covers the 
armies of France, Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, Norway, Holland, and Belgium 
that stood against the German Blitzkrieg, as 
well as the resistance forces that sprung up 
in the aftermath of occupation, and other 
Allied powers, such as China, in the East. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP BTC006 ..............................$24.95

MyThS and legendS: Thor, 
viking god of Thunder
In the stories of the ancient Vikings, Thor 
is a warrior without equal, who wields his 
mighty hammer in battles against trolls, 
giants, and dragons. He is the god of 
storms and thunder, who rides to war in a 
chariot pulled by goats, and who is fated 
to fall in battle with the Midgard Serpent 
during Ragnarok, the end of all things. 
This book collects the greatest myths and 
legends of the thunder god, while also 
explaining their historical context and their 
place in the greater Norse mythology. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP MLD005..............................$17.95

pyloS and SphacTeria 425 Bc: 
SparTa’S diSaSTer
In the seventh year of the Second 
Peloponnesian or ‘Archidamian’ War the 
Athenians occupied the promontory of 
Pylos on the west coast of the Peloponnese 
as a counterstroke to Sparta’s repeated 
invasions of Attica. Over two days of 
fighting the small garrison beat off the 
Spartan army and fleet’s determined 
efforts to dislodge it, and then the 
returning Athenian fleet won a crushing 
victory in the nearby waters of what is now 
known as Navarino Bay. Scheduled to ship 
in September 2013. 
OSP CAM261 ............................$21.95

The longBow
Wielded by Englishmen, Welshmen, 
and others, the longbow fulfilled the 
requirements of all infantry missile 
weapons throughout history. Featuring 
specially commissioned full-color artwork 
and informed by the latest research into 
this intriguing weapon, this lively study 
debunks lingering myths and casts new 
light on the battle-winning longbow. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP WEAP030 ...........................$18.95

BriTiSh paraTrooper vS 
fallSchirMJager
By late 1942, Britain had developed an 
airborne capability that would obtain its 
baptism of fire versus German airborne in 
North Africa and Sicily. On three notable 
occasions British airborne infantry fought 
intense battles with its German counterpart: 
twice in North Africa and again at 
Primosole Bridge in Sicily. Both forces were 
well trained and equipped, with a similar 
ethos and role, both thought of themselves 
as elite units, and both found themselves 
used by local commanders in a variety of 
roles that tended to be determined by the 
emergencies of the moment. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013. 
OSP CMB001 .............................$18.95

The SBS in world war ii: 
an illuSTraTed hiSTory
The Special Boat Squadron (SBS) was 
Britain’s most exclusive Special Forces unit, 
similar to US Navy SEALS. Highly trained, 
highly secretive, and utterly ruthless, the 
SBS was established as an entity in its 
own right in early 1943 having previously 
operated under the auspices of the SAS 
during the war in North Africa. Scheduled 
to ship in September 2013. 
OSP GM189 ..............................$25.95

SecreT weaponS: Technology, 
Science, and The race To win 
world war ii 
Secret Weapons charts the race in 
technology between the Allied and Axis 
powers, with examples of their use in 
battle, along with those that remained 
experimental or remained the stuff of 
science fiction. The account charts secret 
weapons development from the Japanese 
ray gun of the 1930s to the powerful V2 
rocket, and compares World War II secret 
weapons research with the realities of 
present-day science. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013. 
OSP GM721 ..............................$15.95
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Sukhoi Su-25 frogfooT
Like the American A-10 Warthog, the 
first Soviet jet dedicated by design to CAS 
(Close Air Support), the “Frogfoot” has 
durability and firepower. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013. 
OSP AVG009 .............................$18.95

v1 flying BoMB aceS
Shortly after the Allied landings in France 
the Germans unleashed the first of their 
so-called “revenge weapons” against 
London, the V1 flying bomb. Launched 
from specially constructed sites in northern 
France, the fast, small, pulse-jet powered 
and pilotless aircraft were aimed at 
London with the intent of destroying 
civilian morale in order to force the British 
government to negotiate a peace. In total, 
154 pilots became V1 aces, 25 of whom 
were also aces against manned aircraft. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP ACE113 ..............................$22.95

world war ii 
river aSSaulT TacTicS
On the major European and Russian 
fronts throughout World War II, the 
challenge of crossing rivers and other 
water obstacles under fire was absolutely 
central to any advance. But World War II 
armies depended on heavy mechanized 
equipment, and even if a bridgehead was 
seized, it then had to be held for long 
enough for engineers to bring up and erect 
prefabricated bridges. This book explains 
the methods and the means, and analyzes 
specific successes and failures. Scheduled 
to ship in September 2013. 
OSP ELI195 ................................$18.95

union infanTryMan vS 
confederaTe infanTryMan
This book provides analysis and first-hand 
accounts of three major Civil War battles: 
1st Bull Run/1st Manassas, Gettysburg 
and Chaffin’s Farm from two perspectives. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP CMB002 .............................$18.95

ZoMBieS: a hunTer’S guide 
deluxe ediTion
The dead have always walked among 
us, from the shambling corpses of 
Eastern European folklore to the drug-
created zombie of Haitian voodoo. 
Now, in the post atomic-age, advanced 
science and globalization have 
increased the threat a thousand-fold. 
Zombies: A Hunter’s Guide contains 
all of the information necessary to 
recognize and combat this growing 
threat. Beginning with an explanation 
of the historical origins of zombies, it 
follows their history straight through to 
the threat they pose to the world today. 
All varieties of zombie are cataloged 
and examined, giving their strengths 
and weakness, with a special emphasis 
on recognition and elimination. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
OSP DAK338 ........................ $19.95

pAizo publishinG

paThfinder advenTure paTh: 
wraTh of The righTeouS 
parT 2 - Sword of valor
The citadel and city of Drezen was once 
the pride and joy of the crusaders, a 
symbol of their triumph in the First Crusade 
against the Worldwound. Yet this triumph 
was short-lived, for when a larger horde of 
demons attacked, they shattered Drezen’s 
defenses and captured the citadel and the 
Crusaders’ symbol of power - the Sword 
of Valor. Can the adventurers and an 
allied team of specialists lead an army 
north to reclaim Drezen and recover the 
Sword of Valor? Continuing the Wrath of 
the Righteous Adventure Path, Sword of 
Valor is a Pathfinder Roleplaying Game 
adventure for 6th-level characters who 
have gained one mythic tier. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013. 
PZO 9074 ..................................$22.99

paThfinder caMpaign cardS: 
wardenS of The reBorn forge
With beautiful illustrations on every card 
and direct tie-ins to The Wardens of the 
Reborn Forge Pathfinder Module, this 
useful 54-card deck puts the greatest 
innovations of both sorcery and steel at 
your fingertips. With a selection of Item 
Cards to help players track important 
treasure and Face Cards to aid in the 
depiction of NPCs, the new Campaign 
Deck format also introduces Quest Cards, 
summaries of key adventure goals that 
keep players on track to getting the most 
out of their adventuring experience.
 Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PZO 3034 ..................................$10.99

paThfinder flip-MaT: 
Speedy Tavern
Whether you’re looking for a location to 
make deadly deals or need just the right 
scoundrel for the job, find what you’re 
looking for with Pathfinder Flip-Mat: 
Seedy Tavern. With a complete suspicious 
scene on each side, this durable accessory 
can serve as an ambush site, hideout, 
or shady watering hole in any tabletop 
fantasy roleplaying campaign. This 
portable, affordable map measures 24” 
x 30” unfolded, and features a coated 
surface designed to handle any dry erase, 
wet erase, or even permanent marker. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PZO 30054 ................................$13.99

paThfinder caMpaign 
SeTTing: MyThic realMS
Bring Mythic Adventures into the 
Pathfinder world with Pathfinder 
Campaign Setting: Mythic Realms! 
The must-have expansion to the 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game’s newest 
and most ambitious hardcover, 
Mythic Adventures, this guide to epic 
legends, secret places of power, and 
mythic hotspots infuses the Pathfinder 
campaign setting with phenomenal new 
power. Learn how to seamlessly slip the 
incredible options of Mythic Adventures 
into your existing game, discover 
locations primed to inspire new mythic 
heroes, and claim the powers of 
monsters and villains too powerful to 
ever unleash - before now! Scheduled 
to ship in September 2013. 
PZO 9262 ..............................$19.99
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Soccero
Experience the thrill of soccer - on your tabletop - with Soccero! In Soccero, players 
manage their team (and the ball) on the game board using dice to punch in the most 
goals. Score big with extended rules featuring Special Kick die to determine possible 
routes of the ball for goal kicks, corner kicks, throw-ins, free kicks, and penalty kicks, 
while grid, roll, and spin movement mechanics bring breakaway action to the playing 
field! Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
PGS 301 ............................................................................................................... PI

paThfinder pawnS: 
reign of winTer advenTure 
paTh pawn collecTion
Key monsters and NPCs from the ice-cold 
Reign of Winter Adventure Path come 
alive on your tabletop with this collection 
of more than 100 creature pawns for use 
with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game 
or any tabletop fantasy RPG! Printed on 
sturdy cardstock, each pawn contains a 
beautiful, full-color image of a monster or 
NPC from the Reign of Winter campaign, 
including dozens of icy monsters and 
unique NPCs that are also suitable to 
represent player characters. Scheduled to 
ship in September 2013. 
PZO 1008 ..................................$19.99

firenZe
In the Florence of the 12th-14th centuries, the 
city’s powerful and infuential families don’t just 
compete with each other in trade and politics - 
they seek to outdo one another by building tall 
tower homes as status symbols. In this game, 
you are master builders working on the families’ 
construction commissions for such towers. But, 
be careful: once you’ve started construction on 
a tower, you must keep erecting it every turn, or 
it will be torn down as abandoned construction. 
Pay attention to other players’ projects, so that 
they don’t snatch commissions you were counting 
on right from under your nose! Scheduled to ship 
in July 2013. 
PAN 07 ................................................ $59.95

paThfinder player 
coMpanion: MyThic originS
Seize the mythic might of the 
Pathfinder world with Pathfinder 
Player Companion: Mythic Origins! 
Expanding upon the incredible 
powers and world-shaking magic of 
the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game’s 
newest hardcover, Mythic Adventures, 
this player-focused guide brings that 
arsenal of options into the Pathfinder 
world. Grant your characters a host 
of new abilities for every mythic path, 
feats, spells, magic items, and more 
drawn from the Pathfinder campaign 
setting’s wildest legends, forgotten 
histories, and otherworldly planes. 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PZO 9438 ..............................$12.99

pAnDAsAurus GAmes

pAssport GAme stuDios
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guMShoe: aShen STarS - 
The JuSTice Trade
The Justice Trade takes your hard-bitten 
starship crew on a series of remarkable 
adventures through the expanses of the 
abandoned fringe of inhabited planets 
known as the Bleed. Featuring three 
adventures for Ashen Stars - The Justice 
Trade, Terra Nova, and Tartarus - The 
Justice Trade also includes a bonus, 
20-minute demo game by Kevin Kulp. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
IMP PELGA07 .............................$16.95

guMShoe: Trail of cThulhu - 
The final revelaTion
Your friends can’t be trusted, your knowledge 
means nothing, and everything you hold 
dear turns to dust! Featuring five Purist 
adventures for Trail of Cthulhu (The Final 
Revelation, The Dying of St Margaret’s, The 
Watchers in the Sky, The Dance in the Blood, 
and The Rending Box), The Final Revelation 
gives your Investigators the opportunity to 
play through a Purist campaign set in the 
United Kingdom of the 1930s, where there 
is no escape, no comfort, and no salvation 
when faced with the Mythos. Scheduled to 
ship in June 2013. 
IMP PELGT33 ..............................$22.95

pokéMon Tcg: 2013 fall ex Tin diSplay (12)
Play with the Power of Plasma! Harness the ruthless power of Team Plasma, confound your 
foes, and bring a new devastating dimension to your battles with the Pokémon TCG: Team 
Plasma Tin! Each of these awesome tins contains 1 of 3 powerful Team Plasma Pokemon-
EX as a special foil card, four Black & White Series booster packs, and a bonus code 
card for the Pokémon Trading Card Game Online.  Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PUI 10860-D ..........................................................................................................PI

HordeS
Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 

pokéMon deoxyS Box
Mysterious and magnificent with multiple mutations, the Mythical DNA Pokemon Deoxys 
is a true enigma! And now with the Pokémon TCG: Deoxys Box, you, too, can mystify 
your opponents with your own magnificent strategies! This awesome collection includes 
a fantastic Deoxys figure, three Pokémon TCG: Black & White Series booster packs, a 
special oversized Deoxys-EX promo card, and a Team Plasma Druddigon foil promo 
card! Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
PUI 10843 ..............................................................................................................PI

pelGrAne press

pinnAcle entertAinment
OFFERED aGaiN

o/a deadlandS reloaded: 
ghoST TownS
Everyone needs a place to call home - 
no matter what’s whispering from the 
shadowed corners or hiding inside the 
local shopkeeper. Ghost Towns gives 
you the lowdown on seven new burgs, 
plucked from every corner of the Weird 
West, for use in your Deadlands Reloaded 
campaign. All the major players, points of 
interest, and mysterious plots are detailed, 
with Savage Tales ready to roll and a 
random generator to make creating your 
own strange locales a snap.  
S2P 10212 .............................$19.99

pokémon compAny internAtionAl

priVAteer press

MinionS goBBer Tinker Solo (whiTe MeTal)
PIP 75045 ..................................................................................................... $21.99

TrollBlood Trollkin warderS uniT (plaSTic)
PIP 71074 ..................................................................................................... $44.99

convergence of cyriSS 
aTTuneMenT ServiTorS 
SoloS (3) (whiTe MeTal)
PIP 36015 ..................................$11.99

WarmaCHine
Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 

convergence of cyriSS axiS, 
The harMonic enforcer 
warcaSTer (whiTe MeTal)
PIP 36004 ..................................$27.99

warMachine: 
high coMMand 
deck-Building gaMe
Crush Your Enemies on Your Path 
to Conquest! The fires of continent-
spanning war engulf western 
Immoren, forging great leaders 
in a crucible of conflict. Bold 
commanders orchestrate grand 
strategies and daring battlefield 
tactics, their actions bringing 
glorious victory - or the despair 
of final defeat! Do you have the 
courage and cunning to lead 
your forces to ultimate triumph? 
Take command and muster the 
military might of an entire nation 
to conquer the Iron Kingdoms with 

Warmachine: High Command, a fast-and-furious, deck-building card game 
set in the steam-powered fantasy world of the Iron Kingdoms. Leverage your 
resources, rally your armies, and dominate your foes to set your banner 
above all of western Immoren!
PIP 61002 ................................................................................. $44.99
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convergence of cyriSS 
diffuSer lighT vecTor (plaSTic)
PIP 36005 .................................. $18.99

convergence of cyriSS priMe 
axioM coloSSal vecTor 
(whiTe MeTal and reSin)
PIP 36018 .......................................... PI

proTecToraTe exeMplar 
vengerS cavalry uniT 
(whiTe MeTal and reSin)
PIP 32093 ..................................$89.99

o/a MeTaMorphoSiS 
alpha rpg
A barbarian warrior wanders the 
wasteland. A feline beast prowls the 
shadows. A living tree shambles from 
place to place after its original grove was 
burned, quiet and gentle until its inner rage 
is unleashed. Their land is a dangerous 
one, but also filled with tremendous 
rewards. Artifacts from ancient times can 
be found for those determined enough 
to look, strong enough to take them from 
others, and clever enough to discover 
their secrets. Explore and survive as a 
primitive mutant on a derelict starship in 
Metamorphosis Alpha. 
PSI SGL1001 ..............................$19.99

siGnAl fire stuDios

dyStopian leGionS
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 

spArtAn GAmes

eMpire of The BlaZing Sun 
SergeanT & officer
SGS DLBS08 ...............................$15.00

federaTed STaTeS of aMerica 
pioneer ironclad
SGS DLFS09 ...............................$67.50

kingdoM of BriTannia 
SergeanT & officer
SGS DLKB08 ...............................$15.00

federaTed STaTeS of aMerica 
SergeanT & officer
SGS DLFS08 ...............................$15.00

pruSSian eMpire 
SergeanT & officer
SGS DLPE08 ...............................$15.00

pruSSian eMpire 
walZe ironclad
SGS DLPE09 ...............................$67.50

auSTralian naval 
BaTTle group
SGS DWAL26 .............................$61.00

chineSe federaTion 
naval BaTTle group
SGS DWAL16 .............................$61.00

chineSe federaTion 
dreadnoughT forTreSS
SGS DWAL18 .............................$37.00

chineSe federaTion 
SupporT group
SGS DWAL17 .............................$45.00

covenanT of anTarcTica 
coloSSuS claSS 
SMall roBoT (16)
SGS DWCA34 ............................$15.00

federaTed STaTeS of 
aMerica defiance claSS 
SMall roBoT (12)
SGS DWFS34 .............................$13.00

kingdoM of BriTannia 
arMoured SupporT group
SGS DWKB44 ............................$67.00

kingdoM of BriTannia 
aerial BaTTle group
SGS DWKB45 ............................$83.00

kingdoM of BriTannia 
BaTTle floTilla
SGS DWKB41 ............................$62.00

kingdoM of BriTannia 
ground forTificaTionS
SGS DWKB47 ............................$47.00

kingdoM of BriTannia 
hunTer floTilla
SGS DWKB42 ............................$48.00

repuBlique of france 
aerial BaTTle group
SGS DWRF45 .............................$78.00

kingdoM of BriTannia 
SupporT floTilla
SGS DWKB43 ............................$35.00

repuBlique of france 
arMoured SupporT group
SGS DWRF44 .............................$40.00

repuBlique of france 
BaTTle floTilla
SGS DWRF41 .............................$67.00

repuBlique of france 
carrier SupporT floTilla
SGS DWRF43 .............................$40.00

repuBlique of france 
SkiMMer floTilla
SGS DWRF42 .............................$62.00

repuBlique of france 
ground forTificaTionS
SGS DWRF47 .............................$47.00

ruSSian coaliTion MinSk 
claSS Tank deSTroyer (6)
SGS DWRC33 ............................$15.50

fireStorm armada
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 

aquan priMe Snapper 
claSS corveTTe
SGS FAAP11 ..............................$23.00

Sorylian collecTive 
pluMBaTa claSS corveTTe
SGS FASC11 ..............................$19.50

dindrenZi federaTion 
Sgian claSS corveTTe
SGS FADF11 ..............................$16.00

Terran alliance MiSionary 
claSS Mk ii frigaTe
SGS FATA11 ...............................$16.00

The direcToraTe 
hoSTiliTy claSS drone
SGS FATD11 ............................... $16.00

The relThoZa 
niduS claSS frigaTe
SGS FATR11 ............................... $16.00

OFFERED aGaiN
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Munchkin Tricky TreaTS
Don the Zombie Costume! Wield your 
Favorite Machete! Stake the Sparkly 
Vampire! Munchkin is dressing up for 
Halloween with Tricky Treats, perfectly 
packed with 15 frighteningly fun cards 
completely compatible with the entire 
Munchkin line. Scheduled to ship in 
September 2013. NOTE: This item is sold 
to retailers in full displays. Please contact 
your retailer for availability.
BOOsTER Display (10)
SJG 4218-D ...............................$49.50
BOOsTER pack
SJG 4218-S ..................................$4.95

Space cadeTS: dice duel
All Hands On Deck! Helm to Starboard! 
Shields Up! Lock Sensors! Ready 
Weapons! Launch Missiles! Space Cadets: 
Dice Duel is the Team vs. Team, real-time, 
dice-rolling game of Starship Combat! 
Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
PSI SG-2007 ..............................$49.95

dungeoncrafT: 
hero vS. guardian
Below the earth lies a mysterious dungeon. 
Heroes venture through its dark passages 
and enchanted chambers in search of 
glory and gold. Will you join the quest to 
master these forbidden halls, or become 
the legendary Guardian protecting its 
priceless treasures. DungeonCraft: Hero 
vs. Guardian is an asymmetrical dungeon 
crawl where one player builds and 
defends a dungeon, while other players 
form the perfect raiding party to loot the 
dungeon treasures. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013. 
IMP S9G10005...........................$24.95

steVe JAckson GAmes

Munchkin paThfinder
The award-winning game of killing 
monsters and taking their stuff meets 
the award-winning universe of the 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game in 
Munchkin Pathfinder! Try out new 
classes like Alchemist and Witch. Join 
a faction to become an EagleKnight or 
a Red Mantis Assassin. Arm yourself 
with the T-Bone Stake and the Armor 
of Insults. You’ll need them to defeat 
the Ghoul Friday, the Whispering 
Tyrant, and Lamashtu, the Mother of 
Monsters! But first you’ll have to fight 
your way through all those goblins 
- and kill them and take their stuff! 
Featuring a brand-new mechanic 
(Factions instead of Races), a new d6 

featuring the iconic Pathfinder goblin, and fantastically fun fantasy art by 
John Kovalic, this 168-card expansion for Munchkin can be played as a 
standalone game, or combined with the original Munchkin game or any of 
its supplements. Scheduled to ship in September 2013. 
SJG 4421 .................................................................................. $24.95

stronGholD GAmes stuDio 9 GAmes

o/a caSTleS & cruSadeS: 
codex celTaruM
The Codex Celtarum delves into the myths 
of the Celtic peoples, the powers of the 
world around them, the monsters that 
hunted them, and the gods that watched 
over them.
IMP TLG81301 ...........................$27.99

troll lorD GAmes
OFFERED aGaiN

kaiJudo infernuS 
full view deck Box
Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
UPR 86506 ......................................... PI

kaiJudo TriTonuS 
full view deck Box
Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
UPR 86507 ......................................... PI

ultrA pro

o/a 3” Black collecTor 
card alBuM
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 
UPR RPJM8-2 ...................................... PI

o/a Blue and Black 
4-pockeT flip pro-Binder
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 
UPR 84026 ..........................................PI

o/a general’S order: liu 
chan SMall deck proTecTor
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability. 
Display (10)
UPR 82980-D ......................................PI
pack
UPR 82980-S .......................................PI

o/a general’S order: 
yuJi SMall deck proTecTor
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full 
displays. Please contact your retailer for 
availability.
Display (10)
UPR 82979-D ..................................... PI
pack
UPR 82979-S ...................................... PI

o/a pro-Binder green
UPR 82975 ......................................... PI

o/a pokéMon Black & 
whiTe phaSe 9 4-pockeT 
porTfolio
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 
UPR 84074 ..................................... PI

o/a pokéMon Black & 
whiTe phaSe 9 9-pockeT 
porTfolio
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 
UPR 84075 ..................................... PI

OFFERED aGaiN
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o/a pro-Binder navy Blue
UPR 82976 ......................................... PI

o/a red and whiTe 4-pockeT 
flip pro-Binder
Scheduled to ship in May 2013. 
UPR 84025 ......................................... PI

roManS go hoMe!
The Roman empire has been occupying 
Brittania for quite some time. The 
Caledonians think it is time for them to go 
home, and the clans are marching over 
to Hadrian’s Wall to help the Romans 
start packing! In this fun, fast, and fighty 
card game, players are Caledonian clans 
competing to capture the largest and most 
valuable Roman forts along Hadrian’s 
Wall. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
IMP VGG02 ...............................$10.00

Skagway: The laST 
greaT gold ruSh
When gold was discovered near the Yukon 
River in a remote area of Canada in 1896, 
nobody could predict the massive gold rush 
that would follow and the effects it would 
have around the world. The small town of 
Skagway became the launching port for 
expeditions into the Klondike area over 
the White Pass. Purchase key buildings, 
oversee the mines, build railroads into 
town, and hire extra hands to assist you 
in your quest to build an Alaskan Empire. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
VPG SKAGBOX .................................. PI

VAinGlorious GAmes

Victory point GAmes

The alaMo reMeMBered 
(2nd ediTion)
In 1836, Americans, along with the 
Mexican locals (Tejanos), were attempting 
to establish an independent republic. 
Seized early in the revolt against 
Mexican authority, the Alamo Mission 
in San Antonio was surrounded and 
besieged by the forces of His Excellency, 
Don Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna. The 
Alamo Remembered is a quick, 1-2 player, 
historical game of bluff and counter-
bluff covering those dramatic minutes 
when legends were made at the Alamo. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
VPG TAR2NDBX ................................. PI

why?! (2nd ediTion)
For years we’ve pondered the question: “Why 
did the chicken cross the road?” Well, never 
fear! WHY?! has the answer! In WHY?!, 
players are perfectly normal, seemingly sane 
chickens, running headlong into traffic in a 
race to cross this dangerous stretch of road to, 
quite simply, get to the other side. Scheduled 
to ship in August 2013. 
VPG WHY2NDBOX ............................ PI

Tenka
The Emperor is powerless! The office of his 
sworn protector, the Shogun, is an empty 
shell! Now, the realm is in turmoil as rival 
Daimyos struggle for control! In Tenka, a 
fast-playing card game of consolidation and 
conquest, each player takes on the role of a 
local baron thrust into the chaos of medieval 
Japan. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
VPG TENKABOX ................................. PI
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WArlorD GAmes

HiStoriC miniatureS

o/a french indian war - 
colonial SeTTlerS
WLG WG7-FIW-48 ............................ PI

o/a uS arMy M2a1 
105MM howiTZer
WLG WGB-AI-35 ............................... PI

o/a uS arMy 75MM howiTZer
WLG WGB-AI-33 ............................... PI

o/a uS arMy M5 3” 
anTi-Tank gun
WLG WGB-AI-36 ............................... PI

OFFERED aGaiN

WizArDs of the coAst

dungeonS & dragonS: 
preMiuM 3.5 ediTion Magic iTeM coMpendiuM
The Magic Item Compendium gathers together over 1,000 of the most popular 
Dungeons & Dragons magic items of all time! Updated to reflect the latest errata, each 
wondrous treasure in this comprehensive magic tome is complemented by a “read 
aloud” description for Dungeon Masters to use when players discover it. Notable D&D 
books and articles were sourced to add intriguing magic items for all character classes 
and levels, plus rules for augment crystals and magic item sets are also included. 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
WOC A35780000 ....................................................................................$49.95

hello kiTTy: connecT wiTh pieceS 
puZZle Building gaMe
Show your friends who’s the ultimate puzzler in the new Hello Kitty Connect 
With Pieces Puzzle Building Game! Each puzzle piece has one of five 
symbols on it. Score points by finding the right pieces! Match up more 
symbols for more points! Featuring two modes of play, you can ramp up 
the speed or the strategy for different styles of play. Scheduled to ship in 
June 2013. 
WZK 71116 .............................................................................. $12.99

WizkiDs/necA

Magic The gaThering ccg: deck BuilderS Tool kiT 2014
Each Magic The Gathering: 2014 Core Deck Builders Tool Kit comes 
complete with 125 semi-randomized cards, four assorted Booster Packs, 
100 Basic Land cards, a Deck Builder’s Guide, and a Learn-To-Play insert, 
all packaged in a full-color storage box. Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
WOC A33020000 .................................................................... $19.99

hello kiTTy: Shuffling The deck card gaMe
Easy-to-learn, easy-to-play! Join Hello Kitty and her friends in this fun and 
family-friendly Shuffling the Deck card game. Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
WZK 71119 ...............................................................................$9.99

The hoBBiT: Journey 
To The lonely MounTain STraTegy gaMe
Journey to the Lonely Mountain! Featuring head-to-head play and up to 1 
versus 3, players take on the role of Bilbo Baggins, Gollum, the Goblin King 
or Azog in this new twist on the epic tale of a Hobbit who stumbles out his 
door to a world of wonder and danger. Acclaimed designer Eric M. Lang 
weaves elegant thematic game play with characters, scenes, and events 
from the movie. The Hobbit: Journey to the Lonely Mountain Strategy Game 
comes complete with five pre-painted figures (with SwitchClix bases that 
allow players to use the figures from the game in the HeroClix PAC game), 
character tokens, action cards, and a game board. Scheduled to ship in 
October 2013. 
WZK 70694 .............................................................................. $49.99
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ka2 heroclix
Get down and dirty and 
battle it out on the streets 
with the KA2 HeroClix! 
All of the knuckle-dusting, 
explosive action of the Kick 
Ass 2 feature film comes 
alive on your tabletop with 
this all-new HeroClix offering 
introduced in 24-count, 
single-figure Gravity Feeds 
featuring 11 different figures, 

as well as Fast Forces Packs containing six figures with all-new dial designs 
and two exclusive maps. Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
24-cOuNT GRaviTy FEED Display
WZK 71042 .............................................................................. $71.76
FasT FORcEs pack
WZK 71044 .............................................................................. $16.99

Marvel heroclix: 
wolverine and 
The x-Men
Wolverine and the X-Men 
are headed your way 
in this X-citing Marvel 
HeroClix X-pansion 
featuring 91 figures to 
collect and popular sub-
themes including Blue & 
Gold X-Men strike teams, 
Brotherhood of Mutants, 
and the Shi’ar Imperial 
Guard! Play as Wolverine, 
Colossus, and more as you 
fight against the villainous 
Lady Deathstrike, Cyber, and others! Plus, Super Boosters offer a whole new 
level of play and collectability with Team Bases! Marvel HeroClix: Wolverine 
and the X-Men is introduced in Booster Bricks packed with eight standard, 
five-figure boosters and one Super Booster, as well as 24-count, single-
figure Gravity Feeds featuring 10 figures with flat rarity and all-new dial 
designs. Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
24-cOuNT GRaviTy FEED WZK 70953 .....................................$71.76
9-cOuNT BOOsTER BRick WZK 70948 ..................................$125.90

paThfinder BaTTleS: whiTe dragon 
evoluTion Boxed SeT
Not one, but three White Dragons are available in this special boxed set 
to fuel your next Pathfinder encounter! Packed with icy menace, the White 
Dragon Evolution Boxed Set provides Pathfinder Battles fans with three, 
different-sized categories of White Dragons to use in your campaigns: 
Medium, Large, and Huge! Prepare a wintery welcome for your next 
Pathfinder game with the White Dragon Evolution Boxed Set, or display 
these detailed and beautiful miniatures as a warning: there be dragons 
here! Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
WZK 71168 .............................................................................. $39.99

TrainS and STaTionS 
STraTegy gaMe
All Aboard for Excitement! 
It is the height of the Steam 
Age and the whistle of the 
Iron Horse harkens the boom 
of small towns across the 
country into major hubs of 
transportation and economic 
growth. In Trains and Stations, 
players must make deliveries, 
develop buildings, and profit 
from their decisions while 
working with (and against) 
their competitors. Will you 
focus on establishing mining 

operations in an attempt to gain a monopoly on coal, silver, and gold? Or, 
focus on laying tracks across the landscape and helping other players move 
their goods - taking your cut, of course! Scheduled to ship in October 2013. 
WZK 71161 .......................................................................................PI

o/a Mage 
knighT Board 
gaMe: The 
loST legion 
expanSion SeT
The first expansion 
to the Mage Knight 
Board Game, The Lost 
Legion comes complete 
with General Volkare 
on a Clix base, a 
new playable Mage 
Knight (Wolfhawk), (48) 
Enemy/Ruin tokens, (16) 
Unit Cards, six Map 
Tiles, (12) Advanced 

Action Cards, eight Artifacts, and four Spells, plus exciting, new Scenarios 
and a Rulebook supporting five players. 
WZK 70832 .......................................................................................PI

o/a Mage knighT 
Board gaMe
The Mage Knight Board Game 
throws you and up to three other 
Mage Knights into the sprawling 
and ever-changing world of the 
Atlantean Empire, a land that is 
but a distant memory since your 
transformation into a mysterious 
Mage Knight. 
WZK 70495 .............................PI

OFFERED aGaiN
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o/a piraTeS of The 
SpaniSh Main card gaMe
Set sail for adventure and intrigue in this take 
on the beloved WizKids Games Pirates of 
the Spanish Main property! Discover ancient 
treasures while trying to avoid the dangers of the 
sea in this fast, fun, and family-friendly “Shuffling 
the Deck” card game. Hide your true intentions 
and try to determine which ships the other players 
control - if you guess correctly, you can plunder 
half their gold! 
WZK 70855 .................................................PI

o/a quarriorS! 
dice Building 
gaMe
In this game of “Uber 
Strategic Hexahedron 
Monster Combat 
Mayhem,” players 
compete to capture the 
most powerful Spells 
and Creatures (in the 

form of dice!) from the Wilds and add them to their collection. Players then 
roll their powerful cubes and summon them into play to battle each of their 
opponent’s forces. 
WZK 70234 .......................................................................................PI

o/a quarriorS! 
quarMageddon 
expanSion
It’s all-out Quarmageddon 
as the epic battles of 
Quarry dice continue with 
this expansion set to the 
popular Quarriors! dice-
building game, featuring 
40 new custom dice, 26 new cards powering six new Creatures and two 
new Spells, and Advanced rules for even more epic gameplay! 
WZK 70692 .......................................................................................PI

hearTS and MindS: vieTnaM 1965-1975 (2nd ediTion)
Hearts and Minds: Vietnam 1965-1975 is a card-driven game covering the American 
buildup of troops and arms in Southeast Asia as per our decision to begin troop 
withdrawal: 1965-1975. Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
WOG 071 .................................................................................................... $75.00

hoffMan avaTar of 
aMalgaMaTion
Malifaux Miniatures. Scheduled to ship in 
May 2013. 
WYR 1046 .................................$45.00

BoMBS away
In Bombs Away, players attempt to 
build an elaborate system of pipes, 
while simultaneously sabotaging their 
opponent’s pipeline with bombs and caps. 
Scheduled to ship in August 2013. 
XLG 002.....................................$11.99

dino daZe
Join Big Toe & Lola on an exciting adventure 
- and fend off dangerous dinosaurs along 
the way - in Dino Daze, the card game of 
memory matching mayhem! Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013. 
XLG 003.....................................$11.99

Jaw Breaker
Got a Sweet Tooth? Knock it out with candied 
confectioneries in this mind-bending, jaw-
breaking matching challenge! Scheduled to 
ship in August 2013. 
XLG 004.....................................$11.99

noT your average Joe 
card gaMe
Not Your Average Joe is Not Your Average 
Game! Collect as many “Golden Beans” 
and other material possessions as you can 
before the final auction in this wheeling & 
dealing card game. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013. 
XLG 001.....................................$11.99

o/a quarriorS! queST 
of The qladiaTor 
expanSion
You have been selected to 
compete in the Qladitorial 
Games! Quadrennially, 
Empress Quiana calls together 
the mightiest Quarriors across 
the land to compete in the 
great Quolosseum — will you 
defeat all other competitors for 

the greatest Glory? Featuring an all-new “Lock” mechanic that allows some 
creatures to have long-lasting game effects, Quest of the Qladiator adds 40 
new Custom Dice powering six new Creatures and two new Spells to your 
Quarriors! Dice Building fun! 
WZK 70833 .......................................................................................PI

WorthinGton GAmes

WyrD miniAtures 

xl GAminG

yy cArD WorlD

cardfighT vanguard Tcg: claSh of The 
knighTS & dragonS BooSTer diSplay (30)
Witness the titanic clash of the knights and dragons! 
Choose between the valiant Gold Paladin, ruthless 
Narukami, or ancient Aqua Force in the grand showdown! 
This massive set also includes additional cards for Oracle 
Think Tank, Nova Grappler, Angel Feather, Murakumo, 
Great Nature, Pale Moon, Royal Paladin, and Shadow 
Paladin. 5 cards per pack / 30 packs per display. 
Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
YCW 400226-D ....................................................... PI
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weiSS SchwarZ Tcg: Sword arT online 
Explore the perilous, yet beautiful world of Sword Art 
Online with Kirito and Asuna in this expansion series 
for the Weiss Schwarz Trading Card Game! Featuring 
randomly inserted Parallel cards and SP Gold Foil/Hot 
Stamp cards signed by Japanese voice actresses Haruka 
Tomatsu (Asuna), Rina Hidaka (Silica), Ayahi Takagaki 
(Lisbeth), Kanae Ito (Yui), and Ayana Taketatsu (Leafa), 
this series is introduced in pre-constructed, 50-card 
Trial Decks containing a Rules Sheet, Deck Manual, 
Play Book, and a playmat offered in 6-count displays, 
and supplemental, 8-card boosters packed in 20-count 
displays. Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
BOOsTER Display (20) YCW 270110-D ................PI
DEck Display (6) YCW 270097-D ........................PI

z-mAn GAmes

BrugeS
Belgium, 15th Century. The first stock 
market opens its doors, and all of 
Europe has set its eyes on the wealthy 
and influential city of Bruges. In Bruges, 
players attempt to garner influence from 
the local merchants, bureaucrats, and 
nobles that rule this beautiful city in 
hopes of gaining prestige, reputation, 
and power. But, disasters loom over the 
horizon! Ruse, tactical thinking, and a 
little luck will allow you to pull ahead of 
the pack. And, if that isn’t enough, the 
shadier denizens of the city will be more 
than happy to help. Scheduled to ship in 
August 2013. 

ZMG 71310 .............................................................................. $49.99

parade
The characters of Alice in Wonderland are 
having a Parade, and The White Rabbit, 
The Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, and many 
more have been invited! Try to keep everyone 
in the parade by not wearing the same 
costume as those already present. If you do, 
people will leave the parade with a negative 
attitude. Now why can’t we all just get along? 
Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
ZMG 41201 ....................................$19.99

Targi
In Targi (meaning “man” 
in Tuareg tribes), you are 
the leader of a band of 
nomads, traveling across 
the desert in search of oasis 
and camps to acquire the 
goods you need for your 
people to prosper. But, 
beware! Bands of robbers 
are also scouring the 
sands, looking for an easy 
prey. Always keep your 
eyes ahead and your mind 

open, lest they be deceived by a mirage! Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
ZMG 70990 .............................................................................. $29.99

o/a neuroShiMa hex:
The dancer
The Moloch attack on Omega had 
unforeseen consequences: damage 
to the facility set three abominations 
free! They are the product of a secret 
genetic research project, code-named 
“Dancer”. Now, half-mad, vicious, 
and with uncontrollable instincts, these 
creatures have been unleashed and 
fight for survival in the post-apocaliptic 
wasteland of Neuroshima Hex! 
ZMG 7027-E4 ....................... $14.99

ZooloreTTo: The dice gaMe
Create your very own zoo with a few dice rolls! In this press-your-luck 
game, your goal is to get your hands on just the right number of animals to 
score the most points. Each turn, you will need to decide between rolling two 
dice or taking new animals. Scheduled to ship in July 2013. 
ZMG 41230 .............................................................................. $19.99

OFFERED aGaiN

cardfighT vanguard Tcg: daZZling divaS 
BooSTer diSplay (15)
The maidens of Bermuda Triangle return with a splash in 
Dazzling Divas! With powerful new abilities and new stars, 
create the ultimate idol who will bedazzle all before her in 
a glittering showdown to the finish! 5 cards per pack / 15 
packs per display. Scheduled to ship in June 2013. 
YCW 400240-D ........................................................PI




